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Family Finance Flyer No.69
Seeking Part 25 Permission (Experts Instruction –
Financial Remedy Cases) – Is a Formal Application
required?
Introduction:
1. Practitioners will be aware that recently the local Family Court in Liverpool has emphasised
that formal applications will normally be needed in all cases where an expert report is to be
sought.
It
will
be
recalled
that
my
previous
Flyer
35
(http://www.ashleymurraychambers.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Flyer-35.pdf) dealt
with the introduction of this, as then, new procedure for the instruction of Court experts in
financial remedy cases.
2. Of course, the parties may have already agreed in advance of the First Appointment that
there should be a report and the identity of the chosen expert, the fees and timescales involved.
In which event, the question being asked is whether the Court will still be minded, as had been
not infrequent local practice beforehand, to endorse the same without a formal application
being required and the requisite court fee being paid.
Part 25 – Ethos:
3. To answer this, it is necessary first to address the Part 25 provisions relating to seeking the
Courts permission to introduce expert evidence. Expert evidence is regulated by Part 25 and
PDs 25A to 25F (in force on 31 January 2013). As the original architect of the present Rule,
Ryder J., as he then was, stated in the Family Justice Review (31.01.2013):‘ [41]:'The use of experts by the court deserves particular attention because of the time that it takes to
undertake an expert assessment or analysis. The court must be adept to scrutinise whether the evidence
that is necessary is already before the court and if it is, why further expert assessment or analysis is
necessary on the same issues. ... In every case, the judge should be able to say: is your expert
necessary i.e. to what issue does the evidence go, is it relevant to the ultimate decision, is it
proportionate, is the expertise outwith the skill and expertise of the court and those already involved as
witnesses by reference to the published and accepted research upon which they can rely and of which
the court has knowledge.'

Permission Application – ‘Necessity’ Test:
4. Hence, the new procedure under Part 25 test introduced the requirement of seeking the
Court’s permission for the introduction of expert evidence based upon the strict ‘necessity’
test as expressed in Part 25.4 (2) and (3):‘(1) This rule applies to proceedings other than children’s proceedings;
(2) A person may not without the permission of the court put expert evidence (in any form)
before the court;
(3) The Court may give permission as mentioned in paragraph (2) only if the Court is of the
opinion that the expert evidence is necessary to assist the Court to resolve the proceedings’

5. But this bar on introducing expert evidence in any form without the court's permission does
not stop a party making reference to an appraisal by an estate agent of a property's value in a
Form E as this is explicitly required by Box 2.1 of Form E. Furthermore, a short letter from
eg. an accountant may still be appended to justify an estimate value of a business value
because that is what Box 2.11 requires. However, a more formal expert’s report cannot be
introduced via a Form E. It is also considered that akin with civil proceedings, the Court’s
permission will not be required under Part 25 to adduce expert evidence which is wholly
independent of the parties such as from a government body etc, or to rely on expert literature.
6. In addressing the ‘necessity’ test, the Court will, obviously, address the considerations of
the ‘overriding objective’, including dealing with the case ‘justly’ and ‘expeditiously’ and
should ask whether the issue sought to be resolved by expert evidence could instead be
resolved either by the existing witnesses or by the Court itself by reference to their skill and
expertise or to published research.
7. For the purposes of making its decision, the Court must be furnished upon the application
being made with the information about the suggested expert, the issues to be addressed etc
(see Part 25 .7 and PD25D 3.11) and the Court will decide the matter by particular reference
to the following factors (as per Part 25.5 (2)):•
•
•
•
•
•

the issues to which the expert evidence would relate
the questions which the court would require the expert to answer
the impact which giving permission would be likely to have on the timetable, duration
and conduct of the proceedings
any failure to comply with rule 25.6 or any direction of the court about expert
evidence; and
the cost of the expert evidence.
any matters prescribed by FPR.

8. The President has explained in Re H-L (A Child) [2013] EWCA Civ 655 in relation to the
meaning of ‘necessity’ as used in Part 25 as follows:‘…This court said it "has a meaning lying somewhere between 'indispensable' on the one hand and
'useful', 'reasonable' or 'desirable' on the other hand", having "the connotation of the imperative, what is
demanded rather than what is merely optional or reasonable or desirable.". In my judgment, that is the
meaning, the connotation, the word "necessary" has in rule 25.1.'

Time Limits:
9. The application must be made by a Part 18 application (see Part 25.7 (1)) attaching
thereto a draft of the order required (Part 25.7 (2)b)) as soon as possible and, in any event,
before the First Appointment hearing (Part 25.6). More than one request for an order or
direction can be made in the same application (PD25D 3.7).
Exceptions to this ‘as soon as possible’ time requirement (see 25.38 PD 25D paras 3.9 and
3.10) when a party is likely to be permitted to defer an expert instruction are:(a) where a decision about the need for expert evidence cannot be made until replies to
questionnaires in relation to Forms E have been fully considered; or
(b) valuations of property are agreed for the purposes of the FDR appointment but no
compromise is then reached. In these circumstances, PD 25 para 3.10 states 'it may become
clear to a party that he or she will want to use expert valuations of property and an application
for the court's permission for such valuation to be put before it may be made orally at the end of
the appointment to avoid the need for a separate hearing about this issue. As with other oral
applications, the party should provide the court and the other party with as much as possible of
the information referred to in FPR 25.7 and paragraph 3.11 below. FPR 9.17(9) requires the
court to give directions for the future course of the proceedings where it has not made a consent
order including, where appropriate, the filing of evidence.'

Any Other Leeway?
10. Of course, strict compliance with the requirements of the Part 25 application can be and
often is time consuming for the busy family law practitioner. Is there a short cut, therefore, by
eg. obtaining in advance the consent of the other party to the request for an expert and
notifying the Court of the agreement?
11. The basic answer is No with the one exception – PD 25D para 3.8 deals with the
situation where a party does not have sufficient time to file an application notice (ie ‘as soon
as possible’ pursuant to Part 25.6). In this event, as soon as possible the party in question is
to inform the Court (if possible in writing) and, if possible, the other parties of the nature of
the application and the reason for it. In addition, the Court and the other party should be
provided with as much as possible of the information referred to in FPR Part 25.7 and PD
25D para 3.11. The party in question should then make the application orally at the hearing.

12. However, PD 25D 3.8 emphasises that such oral application should be the exception
and reserved for genuine cases where circumstances are such that it has only become
apparent shortly before the hearing that an expert opinion is necessary. Finally, Part
18.4(2)b) suggests that a party may make a application without filing an application if ‘b) the
Court dispenses with the requirement for an application notice’. In the light of above, this is
unlikley to be ‘a safe haven’ for an otherwise late application.
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